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Overview

1. The process of development
2. The role of policy
3. The importance of cities



The Process of Development



How Production Happens: Background
Skill Hierarchy for most (all?) products/services

Each sub part/process can also be divided in this way



How Production Happens: Examples

An iPhone:
▶ Design: Apple USA
▶ Modularization: screen, A11 chip, camera, etc.
▶ Build: Assembled by Foxconn/Pegatron, low skill labor.

An A11 chip:
▶ Design: Apple USA
▶ Modularization: Transistors, Silicon board etc.
▶ Build: Assembled by Samsung, semi skilled labor?

Etc...



How Production Happens: Examples

A smartphone app:
▶ Design: skilled worker creates “story board”
▶ Modularization: screens, buttons, code
▶ Build: coding, semi skilled workers

Legal services ...
Accounting services ...
...



The (Cyclical) Process of Development

▶ Developing countries
▶ Start as pool of unskilled, low cost, labor
▶ Bottom of the pyramid

▶ Most mobile workers move from farm to “factory”
▶ Highest skill workers rise within firm e.g. foreman

▶ Well paid workers demand education for children
▶ Schools and training centres fill demand
▶ Provide both certification and training

▶ Country can supply labor further up the pyramid
▶ Labor conditions/wages improve
▶ Less mobile workers willing to move off farm

▶ Country slowly “cycles” up skill pyramid



History of “Industry”

▶ The history of industry is interesting
▶ “Let me modularize that for you”
▶ Exports rule



History of Industry



Other Impacts

▶ Farms consolidate
▶ Best farmers remain on land
▶ Money from ‘factories’ flows back to rural areas
▶ Allows mechanization
▶ Increases productivity



The Role of Policy



Two Roles for Policy

▶ Increase “efficiency” (speed up the process)

▶ Ameliorate inequality

(Only if you have capacity: tax income and competence)



Policy and Efficiency

Simple rule (“The Market”):
▶ Don’t do things that private firms/individuals would do.
▶ Uganda is 35 million people all trying to develop
▶ Look for “market failures”

Why?
▶ Limited tax income
▶ Limited capacity
▶ Obvious when firm is from overseas - why are there

here?



Policy and Efficiency: Market Failure Example

Easy to find places where gov can have impact. E.g.
▶ “Factory” owners benefit when workers are immobile

▶ Firms want to monopolize labor
▶ “Factories” will attempt to limit job search

▶ Dorm accommodation
▶ Pay only if a month completed
▶ etc.

▶ Benefits factory, but
▶ Reduces the number of workers willing to travel
▶ Bad for industry as a whole

Opportunity for government intervention



Policy and Inequality

▶ What/who is the policy for?
▶ Is it about development, or inequality/poverty reduction

▶ We will return to this later



Why do Cities Matter?



Modular Production Implies Agglomeration
Hyundai buys brakes from Bosch

▶ Bosch is near Hyundai
Bosch buys from local factories (e.g. injection moulding)

▶ Bosch is near local factories
Local factories sell to Bosch

▶ Local factories are near Bosch
Workers demand schooling

▶ Schools are near Bosch and Hyundai
...

Even if production does not begin in cities, cities will grow
around production. E.g. Dong Guan, Shenzhen



Shenzhen Before and After



The Importance of Cities: Data (Paul Romer)

What would you want to see in t state that “X” is important
for development?

▶ Do countries that are more developed have more X?
▶ Do countries that have rapid growth in X also

experience a rapid increase in standards of living?
▶ Do the countries that become much more developed

also acquire much more X?
▶ For countries that switch from a regime of slow

economic development to a regime of rapid
development, do we see a parallel shift in the rate of
growth of change in X?















The Importance of Cities: Market Failures

Relatively easy to make list of market failures in cities:
▶ Roads/public transport are public goods
▶ Parks/clean air are public goods
▶ Crime creates externalities
▶ Lack of sanitation creates externalities
▶ Training by firms is non-excludable
▶ Hiring migrant labor is costly, and hiring efforts by firms

are non-excludable
▶ Housing quality is hard to judge
▶ ...

Relatively harder for non-city.



The Importance of Cities: Market Failures

Fixing these market failures:
▶ Increases labor supply for any given (nominal) wage

▶ Increases labor supply to the market
▶ Decreases labor costs for firm

▶ Increases labor productivity
▶ E.g. clean air improves productivity
▶ Increases firm productivity

▶ Reduces firm costs
▶ e.g. roads decrease transport costs
▶ higher productivity in input sectors

Speeds movement up development ladder



How To Fix Market Failures

Policies are easy to imagine if you understand the failure
▶ e.g. Labor aggregators reduce free riding on hiring

efforts of individual firms

Evaluation encourages better design
▶ What features does a labor aggregator need?
▶ Design, evaluate, design...

Evaluation requires:
▶ Good data
▶ A willingness to experiment



The Importance of Cities: Specific Policies?

▶ IGC: Cities that Matter
▶ Get Paul Collier and Ed Glaeser’s ideas

▶ Details matter
▶ Lets talk about it!
▶ Design it, evaluate it, implement it
▶ g.t.bryan@lse.ac.uk

▶ Listen to Somik

▶ Ultimately, it is for you to decide



Finally: Back to Equality

Who (potentially) benefits from city level improvements?
▶ People living in the city
▶ People who will move to the city
▶ Those left in rural areas who now have more land

Potential role for policy to “smooth the edges”
▶ Migrant labor not represented by city government
▶ Rural villages need to “downsize gracefully”

▶ Roads improve access to services
▶ Brain drain needs to be managed



Conclusion

If I were betting on development impact of policies, I would
bet on a policy that fixes a market failure in a city
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